
A well-known writer was once asked his opinion about a topic. He responclecl 
by saying that be could not possihly answer the question until he .<;aw what he 
had written about it. The point is a panic:ularly cogent one and vety relevant 
to the composition of papers on literary topics: Essay-writing affords a reader 
the opportunity to organize ideas or responses, and to meditate deeply on the 
text or text<; under consideration. Writing clarifies not only what is important 
ahout a text, illuminating what really m:itters to its construction, language, or 
meaning, but also what is important to the reader herself. 

An essay, true to it:s origin in the French verb essayer; meaning "to try or at
tempt," communic,Mes i/3 author~ eff0m; to convey his or her reiiecl.ion~ alifmt 
a text or group of texts. At the same time, these reflections constih1te an attempt 
to per.made an audience of their interpretive validity and explan\'ltnry power. 
Writing about literature, therefore, is also writing about reading-. But how to 
begin? What plan of attack will be most effective in conveying your ideas? 

Getting Ready, Making Decisions 

As your instrucror will explain and as we outline in greater detail .in Chapter 23, 
"Writing a Research Paper," :1 writer needs to consider a number of questions 
before typing the :first word: What audience am I addressing? ·what do they 
know about the text I want to discuss? What language will be most effective 
or appropriate in communicating to this ·a.ud.iencc? In other words., what as
sumpticms should I make about the rhetorical .l"itu.ation? A writer always weighs 
these and other questions carefully before beginning, considering each point 
of the tdangl.e bcluw. 
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In preparing to write essays nn literary topics, you should consider, 
among other tirings, who will read the paper and why. Assume that your audi
ence is already familiar with the work you intenJ to discuss; thus, cl1ere is lit
tle r-easun to summarize the plot or rehearse the attracti.oi1s or shorti:omings 
of central cliaracters .if you are wricing ahout a play or short sto1y. Your amli
cnce knows, for exainple, that Hamlet meets a tragic fate and that Oedipus' 
~ast clay ~s king of Thebes is not a happy one. "What kind of langi.1a!:\·e and ev-
1de_nce will be most effective in o.ddressin!:\" this audience? What role do you as 
wnter ~l~y? Generally, the answer is none at aH. You are not a professor or 
ac.adenuaan, nor are you talking ro a personal friern.1. You aren'r in a locker 
room either, so select terms appropriate both 10 the occasinn of the composi
tion ai~d ~e audience. This is especially true when cmfting your thesis, the 
most. s1g111ficant aspect of your essay that your audience does not know. 

The thesis embodies your purpose in writing the paper in the first place. 
~n~ke, s_a!, the occuration of_a drama or -film reviewer in a newspaper, your 
Job m wnt:mg about literature ts to persuade your audience of the siE,'IlifiQJ.nce 
of your topic to an understanding of the t.i::xt you are discussing. The single 
statement most LTucial to this enterprise is your thesis natnnent. 

Thesis Statements 

The thesis statement provides focus anJ pm-pose for the entire essay. Because 
it represent-; the most direct expression of your "big idea" about the literature 
you have read, rhe thesis statement moy take lunger to formulate than any 
other sentence you prepare. And it may take some time, some experimenta
tion, at1.d some trial-and-en-or before you arrive at the precise point yo11 want 
to make. You may want to tty such techniques as fn:ewriting or brainsto1--ming, 
where you put down on paper as quickly as you can whatever thought~ enter 
your mind ah1mt a topic. Don't stop to worry about puncniaticm or spelling
thi.:.~·e can be co.rreeted later. In a fi-cewriting exercise, sometimes t:alled "au
tomatic w~i~1g," simply ~.nscribe your thoughts into words on a page or 
screen, revismg· them later mto more precise and compelling statements. The 
purpose of this exerdse is inventiou: You are trying to purge your mind of 
thought~ cm a topic, one of which may be refined later into a thesis statement. 

You might also consider the thesis statement as the culmination of a process 
that n~o_ws the topic: &0111 a rext to discuss, to a topic in or about thi: text, to 

a specrfic issue or reading. Suppose thar the text is E. M. Forster's "The Road 
from Colomis." The subject or topic might be the story's imagery, and the the
sis might argue for the importance of images of watt:r. Or perhaps you have the 
oppommity lo write about any aspect of Charlotte Perkins Gilman's "The Yel
low Wall-Pnper." -n1e subject might be characterii.ation, and the tliesis might 
focus on questions about the namitorS sanity: Is the narrator crazy? Or are her 
responses to the wallpaper lo!,rical given the circumstances ofher confinement? 
Or given the story's implied critique of gender relations, does the wallpaper 
represent the patriarchal system from which the narrator tries to escape? · f'he 
same story an<l the same process of narrowing the scope of what v.ill become 
your argument could lead you to focus on a different subject and thesis. 

Argument in this context is the correct term. You should select a tonic that 
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you can develop into ;t persuasive a~l11tent,. which begins w[tl 1 artio.datirig a 
coh~_t, u~nose, and argusble thests staremen.t. Thesis stltements have sev~ 
end dts~cttve .features or criteria, as the following si:1; points sumtn~ Test 
the ?tests Statement for your paper against these characterii,tics; Does your 
thes1S mct..>t all of the fu!Juwing? 1f not., what adjustments will rnake the -~i:are
mcnt more specific, more furccfui, or more significant? 

1, ",fhes~ smtements are statements of opinion, not statements of &ct 
or 1rttcnn:on. 

Statt:ment efFaa 

In Nathaniel H:iwthome~ "The Birthruar:k." Aylmer meddles with nature. 

Af: any reader of 'The .Birthmark" wm re,adily concede, Ayhner dOC!l meddle 
with nature. C?nsequemly; a, re.~i;arch paper Cl:IJlnot be organized around a 
statement of tl11s fact. ~.\;,!mer 1s a man who loves his wife, Bo.-.1:on is located in 
~assa~usett3, and the Be:1:des are still popular-these f.lw do llot require 
d1scnssion or the presentation of evidence. They are self-evident. 

Sta~t of lntemion 

In my ei1say, I W:lnt ro show you th1tt Aylmer meddles with nature. 

This sentence .is not Detter than the fust one. It not only fails w advance an 
opinion, but also is wordler-ffian the llt:Itement of fact: "In my essay, I want to 
show you that" is partku.lar1y ineffective and vcrhose. 

StntemmtefOpimfYR 

Since AJ'1mer is a pet:fcctionist, bis desire for perfection causes .ill of the story's 
~10.Mppme:.s, 

This sentence actually contains two opiniom;; th::itAylruer i:. a perlectionistand 
that this perfectionism c.1uses the ~vents of the sooty tn be unhappy. A mun
her ~f the ~to~y\. r~ders nught d1s.tgree with. hoth :t55ertiorui, locating tlie 
stotys motivations ill problems of gender or scientific hubris. Often abstract 
terms like rm.happy in the thesis spar.k disagreement nr confusion, so be cnre
fuf when inserting absttactioru. intci theses. Nonetheless., this state.meat's as~ 
se~ti?°' fits the first c:ireri~n of an effuctive thesis st:aternent by stating :an 
op1mon, not a fact or mrennoo. 

2. A thesis statement advances an opinion about which in.funned and 
reasonable people might disagree. As is the case with the stat:ement that 
Aylmer is a perfut.:ionist'. a the.~is furthers an undcrstmding a.hout which ,io# 
fotr,ned read~ nught disagree. \it'hat wonld be the point of researching a 
topic ;1bont which cv·eryone already possesses tlte same opinion? VV'har would 
a reader o~ the pa~ l.ea.m that he or she does not know already? Tu11S, one 
way of tcsttng a. thesis 1s tu present it to your cbssmatc~ and determine if they 
all share ;,our vtew. If they do, you 11eed to keep ,rnrkin~. 

3. A thesis statement often contai:ns an underlying rhetorical premise. 
Ily rhefflrit.at premfrr we mean a concept or mode oi undetstmding that im
plicitly sttuttures or organh:cs Lhe rest of the paper. fu the 1960s, the rhetori
cian RandaU Deck.er published a wi<ldy used teXtbook ca!le-tl Patterns tf 
Expositi,:;n, which included chapters on comparison, process analysis, causality, 
t.lcfulltion, classification, ,and other rheoorical modes or premises. Such prem
ises are frequently imbedded in the articulation of theses: Mr. Lucas's loss of 
insight in E. M. Forster's ''The Road from CL1lonus" pn:ig:resses through two 
ilistJnct st.ages (this essay will follow the org-aniza.tivmd su11tegy of process 
analysis); ''The young boys sudden insight at the end ofJa.mesJoyceS 'Arnby1 

is caused by the dcfh.tion of his funtasy'' (this eSS.1y uses the organizational 
strategy of causality), and so on. 

4. A thesis statement predicts, obligates, and controls what fullows it. 
Rhetorician William Irmschcr once made Ws point llJ a composition ten
book, and its .implications are still relevant today. Much like the title, a cl:1esis 
suggests to a reader what course a research paper-or any essay; for that 
matter-will take, It predicts, It alsu ®#gates the writer to presetit evidence and 
discmsion of the evidence consistent with the assertion; a writer cannot begin 
by claiming that Mr. Lucas experiences two distinL1 stages of loss, ,md then 
later argue tl:iat there are, in fact, fuur stuges to his fltilure of insight, Finally, 
a thesis rontrolr the kiuds of evidence relevant tiJ the essay's purpose. If the the
sis addresses Mr. Luca'I~ loss of insight, then considering his daughter's moti
vations or rhe fare of the villagi!rs would seem digressive unles,s they cnn be 
shown to contribute to his l0$$ of perspective. 

5. A thesis statement takes on a topic of slgni~knnce, often the answer 
to an implidt question. .Many graduate :.tudCnts we know, parodying a 
wel!-kuown Victorian writd's phrases the "EverlAsting Yt:a" :and the "Ever
lasting Nay," talk about the "The EY-erlasting So \.\'hat?" This means, si01ply, 
that a thesis should argue a point of impon::mce. "Mr. Lucas'& loss of insight 
progresses through two stages" ~""'"SO what? 'Why is this important? Notice, 
too, that all the c;iamples we have used answer an unasked or implicit ques· 
ti.on. a "how" or "wby" question: vVb:y is the yow1g boy in "Araby" so self
critical st the story5 conclusion? 

6, A thesis statement .rc:tlects theoretical or other assumptions that unM 

dcrlie yow reading and, finally, the argument of the essay. All of the 
sample theses so far are based more or less on formalist premises: How is the 
plot constructed? How might a ch1m1crer's actions be explained? V\thy or how 
is an Image, scene, or even a singic word important to our u.nderstunding? 
Such questions quite properly involve di».e reading of the lirerury text, as they 
address one or more a-.pccts of literary fonn., Bur, of course, as many of the 
chapters of Umkrstt1ntling LfteTat:ure outline, other kinds of readings-and 
other premisrn; fur thesis st.atements-exist. They arise, in parr, by asking dif~ 
ferent questions of the text How is race or semality represented? How is 
social cl;iss or capimlism depicted? How does psychoanalytie theo1y, Marx's 
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.~ocial theory, or feminist thought help explain a character's action or predica
ment? In other words, literature is more than a self-contained aesthetic 
object----or, to borrow a metaphor-it is more than an cxcepcionally "well
wrought urn." A literary texr is also a social text, a historical artifact, a prod
uct made in a specific place, time, and culture. It can tell us much about thcs.: 
cultures an<l time~ as well. 

These are, admittedly, difficult concepts that often lead to difficult ques
tions and challenging thesis statements. Hut they must be asked and answcrc<l, 
became no writcr--or reader-w:mr.- to waste his or her time on a topic of lit
tle rnnseqnence. If your paper addresses the actions of an important charac
ter, the implications of a major event or a significant motif (repetition in a 
poem, play, or story), then this close reading is likely to be important enough 
to make. If your essay concerns a matter of representation-how Africans are 
portrayed inJosq1h Conrad's Heart of Darkness, how the city i.~ represented in 
modernist fiction, how postmodern writers employ references to commodity 
culture-the chances are you can focus this interest into a significant thesis 
statement and thu.s respond effectively to the "Everlasting So vVhat?" 

And there's one other bit of good news, too-you're probably ready to write. 

Writing 

But how do you begin? If you're at all like the authors of this textbook, then 
you've probably asked yourself tllis very question scores of times. A thesis 
statement might he introduced in any number of wa~, h11t it i.~ actually easier 
to identify ways not to begin. The advice of rhetorician William Irmscher is 
again helpful in explaining tbrce opening strategies Lo avoid at all costs. 

1. The "panoramic" historical gesture. We've all read sentences like this 
one and tried to suppress our b'Toans: "Since the tlawn of time, man has pon-
dered the natnre of _____ ." This sentence is so trite and predictable that you 
can fill in the blank witb any number of terms: kwe, men, women, life, and so on. 
But if it really i~ true that humans have puzzled over such weighty and complex 
matters for millennia, what chance do you have of resolving the matter in three 
to five pages? Obviously, this opening strategy--and that's what we are dis
c1L~sing, a strategy or tactic to present the thesis--has now lapsed into a parody 
of a profound utterance more likely to elicit laughter tban respect. 

The problem is, when you've stared into a blank computer screen for an 
hour, a sentence like thi.~ one starts to sound better and hettcr-hctter than 
nothing. Ir isn't. 

2. The appeal to Mr. Webster. \Vhcncvcr a writer is really strapped ti.Jr an 
opening gambit, this sentence starts to sound better as well: "According to 
l-1leh.1ted· Dil-tiona1y, realism is dctined as ... " Like the "panoranlic" opener
and the "fact" that grandparents tend to die on the very day papers are clue in 
a class like this one-this strategy has been overused. More important, the die-

tionary provides only a basic understanding of a term, its common meanings or 
denotations. J -iternry perceptions of a term. like realism arc far more complex 
and historically continge~t than the definilions in most dictionaries. 

3. hrelevant biographic.ii detail. Young writers sometimes feel that liter
ary w1derstanding always begins with the biography of the author; conse
quently, they begin essays with hackneyed sentences: "Samuel Beckett was 
born in Dublin, Ireland, in 1906." Fine. But save in rhe specific instance in 
which biography impinges directly upon reading, such a fact is not ouly su
perfluous, but irrelevant. 

This was not always the case, which perhaps explains why the appeal to 
biography remains an attractive option for some students. In early twentieth
cennuy British and American literary criticism, for example, biography often 
comprised the center around which interpretation revolved. Iu The Hurnan 
Approach to Literature (1933), for example, Willi~ Freeman began a disc_lL'>
sion of Chaucer's Cantl:l'bttry Tales this way: "Geoffrey 01aucer, the sturdily
built man with the friendly brown eyes, was not merely a widely traveled 
Englisluna11 who had passionately preserved his nationality, but a Londoner 
by birth and breeding." 

Today, such opening strategies fail to introduce the real purpose of the es
say and seem, well, almost silly. Chaucer's huff physique might be interesting, 
but surely it is not pertinent to a reading of his work. Su why go there? 

Fonunately, some devices art: effective in introducing a thesis. Yim might 
begin wit.h an epigraph, a brief quotation that encapsulates issues you feel are 
important to the text, and return to it in your opening parngraph (and later). 
You might start with a sensational dcta.i.l, an anecdote, or a brief exchange nf 
dialobruc when discussing a play. Or, you might follow the instructions of 
countless composition texts by replicating the narrowing process discussed 
earlier, moving from a general subject, to a topic, to a specific statement. 

The puint is this: Thesis st:a.tements require introductions. The back.
ground of your "big idea" needs to be elaborated early in the essay and tl1en, 
after your thesis is stated, you are ready to build a support structure for it. 
This is the body or argument of the essay. 

Arguments and Admissible Evidence: Paraphrase and Quotation 

Much like a lawyer in a criminal case who introduces materials into evidence 
and tl1en "reads" the evidence in an attempt to persuade a judge or jury, writ
ers of liter.rry criticism m.arshal evidence carefully a11d discuss its implica
tions. Persuasive arguments rely on well-chosen pieces of evidence and 
incisive analysis. The best kind of evidence is located in the literary text it
self, parts of which will need to be summarized a11d paraphrased in the argu
ment. For further discussion of paraphrase, see Chapter 23, "Writing a 
Research Paper." _ 

But perhaps the most difficult task facing writers of all ages and experi
ence is quoting from the text; that is, there will he occasions when a para
phrase or summary will not serve your needs. You will need to quote the 
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origin\ll. But when? How much. should you quote? What a:re the most grace
ful methods of integr.Iring quoted excerpts into your 0W11 prose? 

Let's take up this fast question. Tn general, the same formula thar makes 
for a good legal argument-evidence + analysis = guilt or innocence-applies 
in writing C.'>S:l}'S about literature. A prosecutor, for example, doesn~t thr?w ~ 
weapon on a table and claim, "You ree-that proves the Uefendant 1s guil~. 
Rather, a prosecutor examines the evidence, then huilds an ar~en~ about lt: 

Forensic analysis prov-es this is the murder weapon; the gun ls reg:tst:t!red ~o 
the defendant, who had a motive to kill the victim; the ·dcfundant w.1s Wl~

nessed at the scene of the mu:rde.r minutes before, and so on. If the lawyer 1s 

lucky, she might have eyewitnesses to depose, hair fibers or DNAcvi_dence to 

present and discuss, and more: evide.nc~ + analysis ""ca_sc. The same 1s true of 

building literary arguments: texrua.l evidence (quomaons or paraphrases) + 

your analysis "' an argument. . . . 
To bring this to an even smaller, more prec:1se case, consider the fullowmg: 

your writing+ quoted excerpts "' complete sentence. 

In other words, when quoting from a literary text don't simply drop a quota
tion between sentences· work to incorporate it into your sentem:e JlJSt as you 
attempt ro integrate th~ piece of evidence into a lat"ger argument. A citation 
should appear at the end of a quoted passage of any length (over a phra'>e or 
two), and usually this means that the citation appears at the end of a s~~ce. 
That is, try not to interrupt the sense of the sentence hy placing page citations 
in the middle nf clauses. 

There are at least three proven ways of quoting effectively from a liter
ary text. 

1. Identification of the speaker + quotation. This method is employed in 
both popular and academic writing, ~ for passages of ~ur lin:,s or less. 
Example: Tn Salman Rushdie's "At the Auction of the Ruby Slippers, the nar
rator explains, "We, the public, are e.1sily, lethally offendc<l. ':"e have c~e to 

think of talcing offemc a8 a fundamental right. We value very little more highly 
than our rage, which gives us, in our opinion, the moral high ground." The 
positioning of the identification may be manipulated in any way that reads 
smoothly; for example, rhe ru.rrator of "At tl1e Aw..1:io~ of ?1-e R~by Slippers" 
observc'l, "We the public, are easily, lethally offended.' Again, vancty ?f ~c
rure will enhance the readahility of your essay. Don't begin everyqnotr1t1on with 
"The narrator say.-.... " 

Because the introduction of the quotation specifies the origin of the pas
sage, there is no need to identify it a second time ~y ci~g t~e :m~or's name 
or the work's title in parenthesis. If, however, the 1dent16.cat1.on fads to ~n~e 
th.is clear, then the author's name.should appe.1.r in the citation. A full h1 blio
g:raphic ~ntty should appear ar the end of your paper in a section entitled 
"'\Vorks Cite<l." 

2. The "block quotation" for longer excerpts. A11y pass~e. greater than 
four lines should be set off from the paragraph by indenting on the left side, a 

method that renders quotation marks themselves superfluom;. Lines taken 
from stories should be quoted exactly as they appear in the original. Pant
graph numbers, not page numbers, should be cited. For ex:ample,,the narra
tor of Dorothy Parker's "The Waltz" reveals her attitude toward lier oafish 
parmer through a stream of running dialogue that contrasts with the dancers' 
actual conversation: 

Oh, thry're going t(} play arwthrr enrore. Oh, goody. Ob that's lovely. Tind? 1 should 
J'aJ l'w not tired. l'J /We to go cm like this _fon'Vt?": 

I shoulJ say l'mnot tired. I'm dead, thar's all I am. Dead, and in what a cause! 
AnJ the music is never going to stop playing, and we're going on like this, Dou
ble-1.ime Charlie anJ I, throughout eternity. I suppose I won't care any more, af
rer the fut hundred thousand y<,'llrs. I suppose narhi.ng will rnatrer then, nut heat 
nor pain nor broken heart nor cruel, aching weati.n.ess, Well. It c..'3ll.'t come too 
soon for me. (17) 

Note that, as in the above case, you must introduce the quotation, not simply 
"drop" it in the sentence. 

In the example, a longer quotation is introduced by a complete sentence. 
But your respoosibilitic::s do not end here, because the quotation needs to be 
considered or "unpacked" thoroughly. After all, if the passage did not contain 
specific language that supports your arg·ument, you would not have introdueed 
it into evidence in the first place. Ilere, again, a balance betweL1.1 admissible ev
idence aml your analysis is impuruw.t. Remember: Quoting at length generally 
means disc1.1ssing· at length. This is entirely consistent w:ith the logic that 
should inform your selceti.011 of the passage to quote: The very issues that led 
you to sekct the passage need to be conveyed tn yow· reader. · 

3. Quoted phrases or "sound bites." Often you may want to quote only a 
word ur phrase from the original. No problem. In these instances, take bits or 
"bites" of texts and work them smoothly into the syn tu: of your sentence. One 
suggestion might help: After quoting t:b.e hires, pretend that the quotation 
mark._ aren't there-that the bits are merely words in your sentence. Does it 
read smoothly and clearly as a sentence? If so, you have probably integrated 
the quoted excerpts well into your pmse. 

&antpJer 

Author of rhe most "enthusiattic:illy applauded" wrirings by a blac-k American, 
James Baldwin spe:iks "in an 'engi:iged' Blackvoic..i: (Baker 63). 

CDlillllenting that Mark Leyner was "perhaps the most notable embodiment of 
the 'avant~pop' sensibiliry of the nineties," Larry McCaffery suggesl.5 that 
Lcyner's style is a "new funn of 'realism'" (220). 

In.Rea.rt ofDarkriess, Marlow describes Mr. Kurr,. as "at !t:ast seven feet long" with 
a "deep voice" (280,281). 

Note here that all three examples, in addition tu crafting sentences that 
accommodate the quotations, employ different stn1.tegies of citation. The first 
example includes both a name and page number because the context does not 



identify the author of the quotation. The second example includes only a page 
number because the author's name-Larry McCaffcry-is specified. The ci
tation for the third example explains that the two phrases appear on different 
pages in the original. 

In conclusion, select evidence carefully and present it in a meaningful 
pattern or logical order: Have you arranged it chronologically, in the order 
events ocrur in the literature you are discussing? Or have you elected to pre
sent the evidence in another way: from the least compelling example to the 
most cnmpdling? From the easiest point ro prove to the most difficult? In 
some other way? Paraphrase or summariz;e events as part of your argument
relevant events that provide a backgnmnd or context for the specific argu
ment you hope to build. 'When the language of the original is st:rilcing ot so 
perfectly stated for your argument that you want to introduce it into evidence, 
follow the instructions we have ju.~t outlined. Last but not least, make certain 
that yon have quoted accurately: word for word, punctuation mark for punctu
ation mark. Also, use the quotation fairly; in other words, make sure that it 
represents what you take to be the intent of the original. 

Tf you do all of these thing5, there is an excellent chance the argument of 
your essay-your attempt at persuading your reader of the validity and im
portance of your thesis-will he succe.~sfnl. 

Concluding 

Like the creation of an effective introduction, the drafting of effective con
clu.sions often pose.~ a challenge. And, like trite introductions, ineffective con
clusions are fairly easy to describe. Here's the worst: 

And, in conclnsion, I have jmt shown you rh~t Che.stet Ilimes's "Lunching at the 
Ritz.more" is about race rdatiuns. 

Why is this such a weak starement? For several reasons. First, in a brief paper 
of three to :five pages, it's fairly easy to detennine that you are heading for a 
conclusion; you don't need to announce. this. Second, the reader will decide 
whether you've made the case or not; the statement "I have just shown you" 
may in fact be inaccurate, because you might not have succeeded in making· 
the case persuasively. Last, other than bringing the argument to a close, what 
is g:iined by this lrnid of sentence? 

Fornmately, better concluding strategies exist. You might rc.~tate the the
sis and ofler a brief suggestion of its implications-or of matters related to the 
thesi.~ that could not be admitted into your argument. Why is the thesis sig
nificant? What intellectual purchase or insight does it allow your reader? 
Such a tactic should not lead to a lengthy digres.~ion; rather, a strong thesis 
possesses a quality of interpretive richness that often exceeds the limits of the 
essay. Thus, in your conclusion you might outline briefly what other kinds of 
issues will be better undcnltood hecause of your thesis statement. You might 
return to the epigraph or stanling fact with which your essay began (assum
ing you employed one of these strategies). Or you might speculate briefly on 
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how tl1e fidd of evidence might have heen expanded had you been afforded 
the opportu.nity of doing so. 

\Vhatever strategy you use, remember that, like introductions, your con
clusion for a short essay need not be overly elaborate. But you (W need tu bring 
the argument to closure. 

Revision and Final Thoughts 

Be sure to leave ample time to proofread your essay, which-we know-is ad
vice easier to give than follow. Procrastination is the great enemy of revision. 
If you wait co begin your paper the night before it is due, the revision process will 
inevitably be compromised-or just totally nuked! So, get started early. 

Then, after you have produced a rough draft, begin your revision process 
strategically. Does your essay satisfy the requirement of the assignment your 
instructor gave you? Is the title effccrive? Next, proceed to the largest ele
ments of composition: argwnents and paragraphs. ls the argument delineated 
in a logical llil.d persuasive order? Are the paragraphs coherent, with immediately 
relevant topic sentences, evidence, and analysis? Is there an effective balance 
between evidence and diseu.ssion? Have you varied the lengths of quotations 
and your methods nf introducing them? Have you created effective transitions 
between paragraphs and poinl.'i of the argument? 

Then, move to smaller matters, beginning with the problems your in
structor has identified in previous essays. These differ from one writer to the 
next. Some have difficulty with sentence construction, others with phrasing 
and word choice, still others with spelling and pw1ctuatiun. Recognize those 
areas of composition that have caused you difficulty in the past and revise 
them carefully. 'When writing on literary topics, again, accuracy is a crucial 
matter: Check every quotation ag.:iinst the original and make certain the cita
tions are '11.CCUia.te. Also, be sure th.at you have followed your instru.ctor'8 re
quirements in terms of pagination, presentation, and so on. 

Wtth any luck, this essay will prove a learning experience for you. How 
will you know what you think until you've seen what you have written? 


